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Abstract.

Small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) has proved to be an excellent

technique -for the study o-f complex -fluids. This article introduces

SANS -from the viewpoint o-f such studies. The use o-f SANS to determine

the structures o-f concentrated micellar -fluids is then discussed

within the -framework o-f current one—component macro-fluid (DCM)

models, and experimental examples sire taken -from several contemporary

studies. Finally, the discussion is extended to magnetic -fluids

(•ferro-f 1 uids) in which the neutron magnetic interaction plays an

important experimental role.



1. Introducti on.

The scattering of radiation has long been recognized as an excellent

means of studying microscopic structure. There Are many reasons -for

th is , but one of the most compelling is that l imited quant i tat ive

structural information may be obtained model -free from a scattering

experiment; i f desired, this basic information may of course then be

used to construct a specific model which is refined by - f i t t ing to

experiment. As an example, consider a scattering experiment in which

radiation of wavelength X strikes a sample and the scattered

intensity is measured as a function of the scattering angle, 20. (In

general , both polar and arimuthal angles need to be considered. We

shall confine the discussion to a scattering plane for c l a r i t y at

this stage. ) The only assumption we make about the ssmole is that i t

i& composed of discrete scattering centers (atoms), and we assign s

vector r j to the position of the j ' t h atom; any geometrical or ig in

may be used, for reasons to be made clear shortly. We alsG assign 5

scattering power, a j (6) , to each atom. In the case of x-rays (which

are -scattered by electrons), aj is proportional to the atomic number

of the atom. For neutrons, which are scattered by nuclear interact ions,

the scattering power is uncorrelated with atomic number, and neutrons

are part icular ly attractive for studying light—atom chemical structures.

Neutrons are scattered by nuclei as s-waves. so that for a aiven

nucleus aj(6)=bj, a constant independent of the scattering angle.

However, unlike the x-ray case, the amplitude b (which has the

dimension o-t" length) depends on the specific isotope which i s

scatterinq (see Table I ) , and this allows powerful isotopic

substitut ion ("contrast variation") techniques to be used.

The neutron c 1 so has a magnetic moment (JJ,-,=-1 . 9 i 3 nuclear maonetons)

which gives rise to a further magnetic scattering amplitude in the

case of magnetic samples, such as ferrof lu:ds. This amplitude is

comparable in sire to that for nuclear scattering, and is subject to

straightforward selection selection rules which allow independent

model—-free deductions about the magnetic part of the structure. For

a l l these reasons, although >:-ray& may be used tc studv complex -fluid

structures, neutrons have become? the preferred radiat.on -for such
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studies in recent years. In the remainder of this article, we shall

restrict the discussion speci-f ical 1 y to neutron scattering, but it

should be kept in mind that -for nan—magnetic systems the same general

analysis may be performed -for light or >:—ray scattering. (Magnetic

scattering also occurs -for x-rays, but even with synchrotron sources

it is too weak to be of general use at present.)

Atomic

Number

1

6

7

8

9

1 1

16

17

35

Element

or Isotope

lH
2H

C

N

0

F

Na

S

Cl

Br

b

(IS-1* m)

-0.3741

0.6674

0.664S

0.930

0.5805

0.565

0.363

0.2847

0.9579

0.679

Table I. Selected neutron scattering amplitudes, b. Values are

averaged over the natural isotopic composition unless an isotope is

specified. Absorption cross-sections are small for all the elements

quoted. Note the sign change between hydrogen and deuterium.

A neutron of mass mo and velocity v corresponds to a matter wave o*

de Broglie wavelength X — h/m^v, where h is Planck's constant

(mri=1.00S amu and v=1000 m.s~l for X=0.396 nm, which corresponds to a

neutron temperature of about 60K). The momentum is usually

characterised by a wave-vector k (parallel to v) defined by t>k = m^v,

or k •= 2ir/X. We shall only be concerned in this discussion with

elastic scattering, in which the magnitude of k remains unchanged,
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but the -final momentum vector k* will be in a differerrfc direction

from k. The scattering process is characterised by the momentum

transfer tiQ = tik - tik*; clearly Q = 1Q| = <4ir/>.) sin 0 -for elastic

scattering through an angle 26.

We can now write down what to expect -from our (unknown) sample. The

wave scattered by the j 'th atom has amplitude bj, and a simple

geometrical calculation shows that it is phase-shifted with respect

to a wave scattered at the origin by a phase factor exp(iQirj). For a

given scattering angle, and hence a given value of Q, the final

intensity I (Q) is obtained by summing the scattered waves from all

atoms in the sample and squaring the result:

exp iQ.rj|=> (i)

Here we have also taken an ensemble average, denoted by <>, over all

possible configurations of atoms during the experiment, since the

atoms may be moving; the calculation of this average, which will be

considered in the next section, is the central problem in studies of

complex fluids.

The quantity F(Q) is known as the form-factor. It has an important

property which is immediately obvious from eqn (1): F(Q> is the

Fourier transform of the spatial distribution of scattering

amplitudes in the sample. We may thus use the well—known properties

of Fourier transforms to deduce some hard physical information about

the sample structure, directly from the observed ."orm of I (Q) .

Consider first the case in which a sharp peak is observed at some

momentum transfer GU (we shall omit the ti from now on). This

corresponds to the Fourier transform of a sharp distribution in the

bj's. Further, a standard result on the Fourier transforms of

tJ-functions tells us that the characteristic distance d in this

distribution is given by

d = 2n/Q«, (2)
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Without any other information about the sample, we may thus deduce

that, when we look in the direction of Qo, atoms only occur at

strictly periodic positions separated by d; eqn (2> is in -fact simply

a rearrangement of Bragg's law. Now consider the case in which there

is not a sharp peak, but a broad distribution o-f scattered intensity

centered on Qo, with a width given'by ^Qa; in this case the sample

must have correlations between the atomic positions, but such

correlations have decayed in a characteristic distance £ which is

given by

(3)

That is, starting -from a given atom we e>:pect to -find a neighbour at

a distance d in the direction of Qo, but by the time we have moved a

distance e the probability o-f -finding an atom will be more or less

random.

As a -final example, consider the case in which the sample does not

scatter the direct beam at all, in which case eqn (1) tells us that

the sample must be completely uniform. In a real experiment, however,

it must be remembered that there is a maximum value of (3, say Q^,«»,

at which measurements have been taken. The information theorem in

this case states that the Fourier trans-form of F(Q) will not contain

information on distances in the sample smaller than dmlr,=2ir/Qm«M , so

that without a model, the measurement tells us, not that the sample

is structureless, but that there is no structure on a scale larger

than dm n.

This ability to choose a minimum scale of observation is an extremely

useful feature, and will form the basis of our application of neutron

scattering to the study of complex fluids. To take a specific

example, consider scattering from a surfactant solution. Even below

the critical micellar concentration (croc), this is an extremely

complex structure, and a scattering experiment designed to study it

on the atomic scale will yield a very complex 1(Q>. if the solution

is isotropic (which a scattering experiment will tell us



immediately), the intensity no longer depends on the direction

through the sample and we may simpli-fy eqn (1) to an angle-averaged

value, I (0) , but the data will still be very di-f-ficult to interpret.

If our interest is in the structure of any agglomerates, such as

micelles, which &re present, however, much of this detailed

information is irrelevant. On the atomic scale most o-f the

information will be about the structure of water and the surfactant

monomers, and is already known from independent structural

measurements. If we restrict the measurements to appropriately small

values of Q, however, we may exclude such detail and concentrate on

the feature which specifically interests us, namely the presence (or

otherwise) of aggregates; no scattering in this D-range immediately

tells us that no aggregates &re present, regardless of other fine

structure in the solution. Conversely, the presence of scattering

excludes the possibility of a simple molecular solution.

At fixed X, small Q implies small scattering angles, and this

technique is known as small-angle neutron scattering (SANS). In the

next section we shall discuss specific applications to studying

spherical (or globular) micelles. Section 3 will consider anisotropic

micelles, and in section 4 a particular type of anisotropic

interaction will be considered, namely the dipolar interaction found

in the magnetic col'oidal suspensions known as ferrofluids.



2. Mi cellar solution structure.

In this section we shall consider the scattering -from micelles which

are sufficiently globular to be taken as having spherical symmetry.

To calculate the scattering, the approach which has proved most

successful has been to consider the particles to be the only -finite

objects present in the solution, all other ions and the solvent

merely -forming a neutralising background. The problem of evaluating

eqn (1) is then reduced to calculating the scattering -from a

one-component macro-fluid (OCM) in which the particles interact

through a specified pair potentialC13 . The theory is considered in

detail in C2,3J. We first note that (1) may always be written

bjbk exp CiQ«(rj — r*) 1>
jk

so that only relative distances enter: for this reason the origin of

coordinates in (1) is arbitrary. The next step is to split the sums

into those with j and k in the same particle, and those with j and k

in different particles. In evaluating the ensemble average for the

latter, we need to know the probability of finding the two different

particles labelled m and n at a center-of mass to center—of—mass

separation rmr,; that is, we require the pair distribution function

g(r) for the micelles. Taking the micelles to be monodisperse for

simplicity, eqn (4) then reduces to

I(Q) - F a(0X2Z exp<iQir<nn>>/N (5)
nm

where we have divided by the total number of micelles to obtain the

intensity per micelle. Restricting our attention for the present to

isotropic solutions (so that (5) is averaged over all orientations),

eqn (5) may be written

I(Q) = P(D).S(Q) <6)

where the single-particle scattering function P(D)=Fa(D); the
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intermicellar structure factor SCO) is the angle average of

S<Q) = N-'
nm

(7)
CD

= 1 + N"1 S Cg(r>-13 exp(iQ.r) dr
o

where the summation has been replaced by an integration.

Equation (6) shows that the scattered intensity contains information

on the micellar structure, via P<Q>, and on the structure of the

fluid of micelles, via S(Q). If the fluid structure is random,

S(D)=1. Generally, however, the micelles interact and S(D) must be

taken into account. In particular, when Q=0 statistical mechanics

leads to the standard resultC4D

S<0) = pk»Txx (8)

where p=l/N and XT is the isothermal osmotic compressibility of the

micellar fluid. Setting Q=0 in eqn (1) shows that P(0) is just the

square of the total scattering amplitude of the micelle, so that 1(0)

is proportional to the osmotic compressibility. This has important

consequences. If the interaction between micelles is repulsive, the

compressibility will be lowered and the forward—scattered intensity

is reduced relative to scattering from the same micelle in isolation.

Conversely, if the forward-scattered intensity per micelle is

increased, the interaction potential must be attractive on average.

Figure 1 shows the scattering from a typical micellar solution which

demonstrates the general features. The spherical form of the micelles

would lead to scattering given by P(Q) in the absence of

interactions; the depression of intensity at the origin tells us that

there is a repulsive interaction between the micelles. At higher Q,

the phase-factor in eqn <7> oscillates rapidly, so that the integral
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averages to zero and S(Q) tends to unity. The scattering at higher Q

thus yields information about the particles, while at small Q it

contains information about the interparticle potential. Since the

intensity decay at higher Q is effectively independent of S(D), the

discussion of section 1 shows that we may immediately obtain a

model-free estimate of the micelle size from the rate.of decay. For a

more detailed analysis, the model shown in Fig. 2 has provided a

useful description of a variety of globular micellesC2,5—123. In this

case, explicit evaluation of F(Q) yields

F(Q) = 4itCR1=
s(B1 - B=)f(ORl) + R2=(B2 -

where f<x) = (sin a - x cos x)/xs and Bx , B = and B» are the scattering

amplitude, densities inside Ri , between Rx and R-. and in the solvent,

respecti velyE53.

The evaluation of S(D) is rather more difficult, and no exact

analytic method is at present available for its computation from a

given pair potential. For certain model potentials, the integral

equation methods of liquid theory yield reasonably accurate analytic

approximations for S(Q), however, in the OCM approachtlD. In the case

of neutral micelles, the only correlations between particles will be

due to the fact that they cannot simultaneously occupy the same

volume, and S(Q) may be calculated in the "hard-sphere"

approximationC 133 .. When the micelles &re charged, the DLVO potentialE143

leads to an analytic form for S(Q) within the so-called mean

spherical approximation. A formal solution to this problem was given

by WaismanC153, but the method was not applied to colloidal systems

until Hayter and Penfold found an equivalent fully analytic

solut: onC163 using a different technique. The latter solution allows

eqn (6) to be rapidly fitted to experiment, and allowed the first

application of modern liquid theory to the study of concentrated

mi cellar solutionsC53. Hansen and Hayter later extended the theory to

general charged colloidal systems of any densityC173.

For colloidal solutions which may be diluted without any effect on

the constituent particles, P(Q) may be measured by working with
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systems which are su-f-f icientl y dilute that S(O) = 1. Micellar solutions

do not permit this technique to be used, since there are usually

significant intermicellar interactions even at the cmc, and it is

desirable to have an independent veri-fication o-f the results when

both P(D> and S(Q) are obtained -from the same experiment. A new

dynamic technique known as neutron spin-echo has been applied for

this purpose, but it lies outside the scope of this article; the

interested reader is referred to C3,53. A rather simpler approach is

to use isotopic substitution, or "contrast variation", particularly

when only the solvent composition need be altered. Figure 3 shows an

application of the technique to a ternary system in which selective

deuteration of the components allows the determination of micellar

structure in the presence of an adsorbateC123. Fits to the data of

Figs. 3a and 3b are first used to determine P(Q) and S<D); these

functions &re then used to calculate the absolute intensity to be

expected from the same system at a different isotopic composition,

and the prediction is compared with theory on an absolute basis,

without fitting (Fig. 3c). Another example is given in C6D. The

measurement of absolute intensities also yields the micellar mass,

which is easily related to the total measured scattering amplitude

for a given surfactant composition.
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3. ftnisotropic micelles.

The scattering -from solutions o-f anisotropic micelles is not

generally calculable, and there is no simple reduction o-f eqn (i) to

a -form equivalent to <6) , even in principle. The reason -for this is

that the relative probability o-f -finding a pair o-f micelles at a

given distance now depends on their relative orientation, and the

assumption o-f no correlation between orientation and distance, which

is at the heart o-f eqn (6), is no longer validC23. (In the case o-f

spheres, all orientations are o-f course equivalent.) There is an

experimental method which neatly sidesteps this problem, however. If

all o-f the micelles have the same orientation, irrespective o-f

separation, eqn (1) again reduces to a product of uncorrelated terms:

I(Q) = F=(Q).S.(Q) (10)

where S«.(Q) is the structure -factor Ceqn (7)3 -for the -fluid o-f

aligned micelles. In the absence o-f intermicel lar interaction,

S—(Q)=1 and the scattering displays the micelle symmetry. For

su-f-ficiently anisotropic micelles, the required alignment may be

produced by application o-f a viscous shear to the solutionElS].

We shall consider the case o-f cylindrical micelles, modelled as

uniform cylinders o-f length 21 and diameter 2a; generalization to

more detailed models is straight-forward. The -form factor of a

cylinder whose long axis is oriented at an angle Y to Q is found by

direct integration to be

F(Q) £ F<Q,Y>

(11>

= 2BV j « ( Q l cos Y> <3i<Ga s i n Y>/<Qa s i n Y>

where B is the scattering amplitude density relative to that of the

solvent, V is the cylinder volume, jo<>:)=sin >:/>: and J,(K) is the

.first-order Bessel function of the first kind.

In a typical e;jperirnentC183, the solution is sheared by placing it
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in a thin annulus between two concentric cylinders and rotating the

outer cylinder at the speed necessary to produce the required shear,

G. [The units of 6 Are s~x, since it is a velocity gradient:

(m.s~x)m~x.D A cylinder will precess in the shear -Flow, the

instantantaneous angular velocity being a function o-f the orientation

relative to the local streamlines. Brownian motion, characterized by

a rotational diffusion coefficient, D.-, will simultaneously tend to

randomise the orientationC193. The relative importance of the two

competing effects is characterised by the parameter r=G/D,-, and full

alignment will only occur when f>>l. Typically, G<10* s~x, so that

micelles with Dt-MB* s~x will not reach full alignment; this

restriction turns out not to be a problem for many common anisotropic

mi cellar systems.

Figure 4 shows typical SANS data for a solution of cylindrical

micelles at two different shear rates; full orientation (as evidenced

by no further dependence of the pattern on shear rate) is attained at

GiS000 s""1 in this case. Note that 2-dimensional data is required for

experiments in which the vector nature of Q enters, and the angle

averaging of the preceeding sections can no longer be applied. The

data may be reduced to intensity cuts along symmetry directions,

however, and the best way to analyse such data is usually to compare

such cuts with the corresponding theoretical F(Q,Y> at appropriate

fi>:ed values of y; full 2-dimensional theory may then be generated

from the fitted parameters and compared with the complete data for

final confirmation.

For anisotropic systems which may be approximated as non—interacting,

theories are available for calculating the variation of the scattered

intensity pattern as a function of the applied shearC183. This allows

the rotational diffusion coefficient, D-, to be derived from such

measurements, which has an interesting consequence for the apparent

resolution of the technique. As discussed in the Introduction, there

is a minimum distance of observation determined by the largest G in a

SANS experiment. The minimum step in Q correspondingly determines a

maximum observable dimension, which for typical current SANS

spectrometers is of order 100 nm. The cylinder length for the system
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in Fig. 4 is 21=320 nm, and examination of Fig. 4b in the alignment <x>

direction shows that, in -fact, there is effectively no measured

intensity corresponding to this long dimension. The intensity in the

orthogonal direction yields a direct measure of the diameter, 2a,

however, and the variation o-f I (Q) with B yields D,-; since D,- is a

known -function o-f 1 and a, combining the measurements yields the

value o-f 1 although it lies outside the resolution o-f a direct static

SANS experiment. I-f the scattering remains isotropic in the presence

o-f an applied maximum shear, Gm.K, a similar analysis may be used to

place an upper limit on the anisotropy of the micelles.

Figure 5 shows data -for a solution o-f charged cylindrical micelles.

At low shear (Fig. 5a), the main -feature o-f the e-f-fectively isotropic

pattern is the suppression o-f intensity at small Q, leading to an

"interference peak" in the data. At -full alignment (Fig. 5b), the

scattering is o-f the type described by eqn (10). Although no

calculation o-f S»(Q) is at. present available -for such a dense system,

it is interesting to note the insensitivity o-f the peak position to

the degree o-f alignment; the local ordering cannot depend strongly on

the shear, which may merely be ordering domain—like structures

already present in the isotropic solution.

The method opens up a variety o-f new measurements on complex -fluids,

and provides a direct test o-f theories o-f anisotropic structure; in

particular, it permits measurement o-f SO(Q) in systems where F<Q) is

independently available. In the case o-f large cluster -formation by

small particles, such measurements also provide information on

cluster lifetimes, T, since the shear will only deform the cluster

if T>>G-».
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4. Ferrofluids.

The magnetic colloidal suspensions known as ferrofluids provide an

interesting combination of the -features -Found in both of the

preceeding sections: the particles are usually isotropic, but the

(dipolar) magnetic interaction between them is anisotropic.

FerrofluidsC20,213 typically consist o-f 3 to 20 nm diameter

superparamagnetic particles in an aqueous or oil medium. The magnetic

particles, usually Fe3CU or Co, are covered by a non-magnetic

surfactant to prevent coagulation; the total volume may be 2 to 10

times that of the magnetic core. The interaction between the

particlesC223 consists of a hard—core repulsion, a van der Waal s

attraction and a long-range magnetic dipole-dipole interaction

between permanent moments (J located at the center of each spherical

particle. The strength of the magnetic interaction is measured by the

reduced moment

u* = <£jj=Ycrs) *•'* (12)

where £=l/k»T and cr is the diameter of the composite particle. A

saturating magnetic field H wi 11 align all the dipoles to produce a

situation analogous to the shear—aligned systems considered in

section 3, with the interaction potential given by

0V(x) =.pve<x> - 2(*a-)=Pa(H.ria)/:<= (13)

where x^r/tf, r»a is the vector between the centers of particles 1 and 2,

v"e(;<) is the central part of the potential and **• signifies a unit

vector. The scattering in this case is again given by eqn (10), but

now F(Q) will contain contributions from both the nuclear density and

the magnetisation density. These contributions to the scattering may

be separately obtained model-free by supplementing the SANS technique

with neutron polarization analysisC23D; a polarized neutron beam is

used, and after scattering an analyser distinguishes neutrons

scattered without spin flip from those whose spins were flipped

during the scattering process. Nuclear coherent scattering is

spin-nonflip (snf). Magnetic scattering is due only to components of
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the magnetisation which lie in a plane perpendicular to Q. Further,

among those components, only those perpendicular to H will cause

spin—flip (s-f) scattering, the other scattering being sn-f.

Measurement of s-f and sn-f intensities with Q j. H and then with Q//H

thus allows unambiguous separation o-f the nuclear and magnetic

contributions to the scattering.

Figure 6 shows typical data -for a dilute cobalt ferrofluid in a

hydrocarbon sol ventC233; the difference between the two curves is due

to magnetic scattering. Analysis of this and other data leads to the

model scattering amplitude distribution B(r) shown in Fig. 7. An

interesting feature o-f this result is that the magnetic cobalt

diameter is smaller than that o-f the cobalt particle (cf. the nuclear

diameter), indicating that the outer layer o-f Co, approximately one

atom thick, does not contribute to the magnetic scattering. This may

re-flect the presence o-f an oxide? layer, hut a surface configuration

of the cobalt spins which preserves the atomic moment but does not

contribute to bulk magnetisation (e.g. radially pinned spins) is also

possible.

In order to analyse the scattering from more concentrated

ferrofluids, S(Q) must be calculated from the potential (13).

Hayter and PynnC243 have recently proposed an analytic structure

factor for this potential. For a given particle structure and fluid

density the theory involves no free parameters, so that comparison

with the scattering from a concentrated ferrofluid is direct, once the

particle structure has been determined by measurements on a dilute

system (cf. Fig. 7). The theory predicts significant particle

chaining along the direction of H for intermediate volume fractions.

Fig. B shows calculated values of the pair correlation function

parallel and perpendicular to the applied field; at a volume fraction

77=0.3 the anisotropy is evident. At sufficiently high volume

fractions, excluded volume correlations dominate because there is no

longer sufficient space for the chains to remain well separated.

Fig. 9 shows an experimental test of this theory, using SANS with

polarisation analysis to measure the coherent snf scattering from a



ferrofluid of 277. total volume -fractionC233. An analysis of the sf

scattering also yields the intensity marked "-fluctuation"; this

arises from -fluctuating components o-f the •-.ample magnetization

perpendicular to H, and thus measures departure -from complete

magnetic alignment. A comparison o-f Figs. 9a and 9b shows that the

nuclear s- ttering (0//H) is little a-f-fected by a reduction in H -from

(3.5T to 0.2T. The magnetic scattering, on the other hand, shows less

alignment with the -field and an increase in the -fluctuation

scattering. Analysis o-f the magnetic intensity at Q=Qm-,« shows that

•fluctuations in this -ferrofluid are described by a Langevin

-formalism, and are essentially paramagnetic (Fig. 10).

A more rigorous test o-f the theory has recently been undertakenC25D,

using molecular dynamics simulations. The advantage o-f this method is

that individual terms, hj (>:), which appear in the expansion o-f the

total correlation -function, h (x ) =g (>;) —1 , may be separately compared;

in the calculation o-f scattered intensity, only sums o-f terms are

compared. The analytic theory is -found to give a good description o-f

ferro-f 1 uids o-f volume -fraction higher than about 207.; an example of

the agreement with simulation is given in Fig. 11.

In conclusion, analysis of SANS data by the techniques of modern

liquid theory provides detailed information on the structures of

complex and supermolecul ar fluids. New experimental techniques, such

as scattering from a fluid undergoing viscous shear, allow extension

of the method to cases where the isotropic liquid theory is

intractable, but the aligned anisotropic case can be handled.

Finally, for magnetic fluids such as ferrofluids, combining SANS with

polarisation analysis yields model-free separation of the nuclear and

magnetic parts of the scattering, permitting a quantitative

understanding of the structure of these very cample:: systems.
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Captions for Figures.

Fig. 1. Measured (•) and -fitted (——) values of scattered SANS

intensity -for 0.03 mol . dm"3 hex adecyl tri methyl ammonium chloride in

D-sO at 313K.

Fig. 2. Model o-f a "rough" micelle used to calculate t'je scattering

•function P(0) -for sodium octanoate. Ri is the radius o-f the largest

sphere not containing a headgroup; R= is the radius o-f the smallest

sphere containing the entire micelle. Note that, although the micelle

interior is dry, there is significant hydrocarbon-water contact.

Fig. 3. Measured scattered intensities -for the system 1.2 mol . dm"3

sodium octanoate (NaCa) -water-10*/. pentanol . (a) Protonsted NaCo,

protonated pentanol, D=u; (b> protonated NaCo, deuterated pentanol,

DsO; (c) deutersted NaCo, protonated pentanol, H=0. Theoretical

curves ( , ) in (a) and (b) are -fits to the data; in (c) the

theory is predicted -from (a) and (b) with no adjustable parameters.

Fig. 4. Intensity observed on a 2-di mensi onal SANS detector -from

0.03 mdl.dm~3 hexadecyltrimethyl ammonium bromide in 0.4 mol. dm"3

KBr/D=0 at 313K under viscous shear rates o-f (a) G=10B0 s"1 , (b)

G=3800 s""1. The -flow is parallel to x and the gradient is parallel to

y. Black corresponds to maximum, white to zero intensity. The Q—range

is ±0.8 run"1 in each direction.

Fig. 5. Measured SANS intensity -from the charged cylindrical

mi cellar system 0.15 mol.dm"3 sodium dodecyl sulphate plus 0.12

mol.dm"3 tetradecyldimethylammonium propane sulphonate in D=0 at

31BK. Applied shear rates (c-f. Fig. 4) are G=300 s~l (upper -figure)

and G=1875 s""1 (lower -figure).

Fig. 6. Measured values o-f coherent snf intensities (•) -for a dilute

ferrofluid (total volume -fraction T?=0.014) in an applied field

H=0.5T. The lines sre calculated using the parameters of Fig. 7.

Fiq. 7. Nuclear and magnetic neutron scattering amplitude densities
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for a model cobalt ferrofluid particle.

Fig. 8. Pair correlation -functions g(r> along two directions in a

ferrofluid with |i»=/3 in a saturating applied magnetic -field H, -for

three values of the total volume fraction, 77. <——) r//H ( ) r X H.

Note the crossover from anisotropic chaining to excluded volume

correlations at high concentration.

Fig. 9. Measured coherent snf (•) and fluctuation io'j scattering

•from a concentrated ferrofluid (77=0.27) at applied fields (a) H=0.5T,

(b) H=0.2T. Theoretical lines are for hard—core particles ( ) and

for slightly sticky particles (—~>C233.

Fig. 10. Measured values (•) of the coherent snf scattering at

Q=Qm«« (cf. Fig. 9) as a function of the applied fielc H. Solid lines

are calculated from a Langevin treatmentC233.

Fig. 11. Comparison of analytic theory <-,-— > with molecular dynamics

computer simulation results <o,«) for correlation functions in a

ferrofluid with (a) n*=2//3, (b) 4/V3, at total volume fraction 77=0.31,
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